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Holistic design: A sustain-
able school for the 21st 
century.

The work is inspired in part by the 1873 
manuscript, The Relation of Air to the 
Clothes we Wear, the Houses we Live in, 
and the Soil we Dwell on, by Dr. Max von 
Pettenkofer, then Professor of Hygiene 
at the University of Munich. We would do 
well to return to this formative assess-
ment of perceptions of comfort and public 
health sciences as we move forward in 
the new millennium with all its apparent, 
and perhaps not-so apparent, challenges. 

The project is an addition to an existing 
high school in the western suburbs of Chi-
cago. It consists of a library on the lower 
level and a science suite on the upper 
level. The project was realized as a highly 
integrated  team both within the office and 
through an integrated project delivery, 
heavily relying on a capable mechani-
cal engineer. We realized a stack effect 
natural ventilation scheme for whole-
library ventilation and flush out, abundant 
daylighting and controls, and passive 
solar approaches to the southern facade. 
This building strives toward the AIA 2030 
Commitment goals of designing carbon 
neutral buildings by 2030. This building is 
expected to reach LEED platinum.
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Envelope Development

The north facade of the library tucks 
back under the projecting second level 
of science labs. The lower level has less 
required space, allowing both a logical 
and a sensory representation. 

The west facade, with abundant exposure 
to the late afternoon sun, seeks to buffer 
and mitigate heat gains, while also main-
taining views to the forest preserve. The 
strategy was to create glazed vestibules 
on the west so visibility could be pre-
served while controlling direct solar gain. 
In each location where west facing glazing 
exists, it is connected to a buffer space 
of: vestibule to the secondary vestibule 
entrance on the west side of the library 
and classroom, the walk-out green roof, 
and projecting green house module.

The south facade is demarcated by push-
ing the entire plane inwards, while pulling 
science classroom bays forward. This 
interaction between pushed and pulled 
planes create a playful interchange of 
light, material, and form as the sun travels 
from east to west.

The roof plane is delicately handled as 
it hosts exhaust fans, carefully placed 
daylight monitors, and renewable energy 
equipment. 
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Program

Context and Masterplan. The addition 
represents a first phase to the adaptation 
of a fifty year old high school structure. A 
small wing was removed in this location 
to make way for a more substantial addi-
tion to house the school library/learning 
center and a science suite. The transition 
between existing structure and addition 
consists of a generous existing atrium 
space and the new vertical circulation and 
washroom uses. The future plan provides 
a bridge connecting the hallway of the 
second level to the existing structure.

First Floor. This space includes the library 
stacks and study hall functions. The south 
wall overlooks a natural landscape, and 
the stained concrete floor allows solar 
gain in winter months to boost internal 
gains and reduce heating loads. The egg 
shaped teaching room is a playful feature 
of the otherwise orthogonal structure.

Second Floor. This level is dedicated to 
the sciences, with hybridized classroom/
labs. The perimeter casework is built-in, 
while moveable tables in the center allow 
flexibility of configuration and use (see 
later diagrams). The exposed roof of the 
lower classroom serves as a walk-out 
green roof and the greenhouse pokes out 
of the west elevation for elevation variety 
and west solar gain mitigation.
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Reflected Ceiling Plans

The reflected ceiling plan is a relevant 
exhibit because of the considered ar-
rangement of elements in both the library 
and the science labs. 

Notice the careful orchestration of the 
second floor double-loaded corridor; not 
the first choice of the designer. Through 
the use of off the shelf solo-tube daylight 
monitors and expanded elliptical gypsum 
board splays, the hallways are very well lit 
and modulated with alternating rectangu-
lar and elliptical forms and light.

LEED for schools require an extremely 
careful design of surfaces to meet a 1 
NCR. Here suspended panels at slightly 
varying heights create both animated 
ceiling, but also allow sound to be trapped 
between the deck and the panels.

The daylight monitors in the classroom/
labs were carefully simulated in Ecotect 
to maximize daylight in classrooms with 
a single glazing wall. Expanding the work 
by James Benya in the California Col-
laborative for High Performance Schools 
(CHPS) prototype classroom, the compo-
sition of the classrooms maximize daylight 
availability while minimizing investment in 
toplighting. The next page documents the 
design simulation and decision-making for 
toplighting.
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Daylighting Analysis

Initial design assumptions included a pair 
of daylight monitors at the front 3/4 mark 
of the prototypical classroom. The results 
of the daylighting analysis show good 
levels of daylight at the glazing wall and 
under the daylight monitor. However, there 
is too much light on the teaching wall (the 
wall opposite the glazed wall) which will 
create glare, and there is a low point in 
the lighting level towards the center of the 
room. 

By shifting the daylight monitors slightly 
toward the center of the room, the pool of 
daylighting created by the monitors shifted 
toward the center, away from the teaching 
wall, while also increasing the daylighting 
levels in the center of the room where it 
is needed. This allowed the prototypical 
room to reach 25 footcandle levels on all 
work surfaces.

The daylighting simulation provided by 
Ecotect validated and improved the top-
lighting strategy and led to an optimized 
lighting scheme. Monitors have built-in 
automatic shading for black-out functional 
needs.

Initial sketch, washes teaching wall, creates dip in center of room Modified design, toplighting moved toward center, equalized levels
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Daylight Results

These photographs of the typical class-
room/lab demonstrate an exceptionally 
daylit space. A typical classroom is shown 
here with lights full off, full on, and in auto-
matic dimming modes. The full off condi-
tion mid-day is bright enough for activity at 
25 footcandles at 30” a.f.f.

Daylighting sensors are set to automati-
cally adjust to exterior lighting conditions. 
Notice the partially dimmed lighting levels, 
by looking at the intensity of light reflected 
off the ceiling. The T5 lights are automati-
cally dimmed to approximately 30-50% at 
the glazing wall, and dimmed to approxi-
mately 0-10% at the daylight monitor at 
the time of day this photo was taken (2pm, 
July 25). A ceiling view demonstrates 
the lightness of the perforated ceiling 
diaphragm both in terms of reflection and 
material. Notice the dimming of the light-
ing fixtures with proximity to the daylight 
monitors in the ceiling, and how this 
matches expectations from the Ecotect 
daylighting studies.

The primary goal of classroom daylighting 
is to maximize controlled daylight penetra-
tion to such a degree that lighting can be 
dimmed or off during usable hours, con-
serving energy. Studies prove that quality 
daylighting improves test scores.

Full ON artificial lighting

Full OFF artificial lighting Ceiling view of daylighting monitors

Automatic dimmer artificial lighting
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Design for Flexibility

The faculty researched many conventional 
classroom and lab configurations and dur-
ing preliminary design it became clear that 
the budget was tight and maximum flex-
ibility was the highest design value. We 
proposed a hybrid condition of classroom 
configuration, with optional team/collab-
orative work spaces accommodated with 
moving tables. The casework along the 
perimeter walls are fixed and contain all of 
the typical science infrastructure support. 
The center tables are movable and can be 
configured in at least four major classroom 
configurations: 1) lecture style, 2) small 
group team projects, 3) large group team 
projects, and 4) group demonstration.

The faculty use combinations of configu-
rations 1-3 during the first few weeks of 
operations in August, 2011 at opening, 
and a fifth hybridizaton of #1, photograph 
on the next page.
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Design for Flexibility

The faculty researched many conventional 
classroom and lab configurations and dur-
ing preliminary design it became clear that 
the budget was tight and maximum flex-
ibility was the highest design value. We 
proposed a hybrid condition of classroom 
configuration, with optional team/collab-
orative work spaces accommodated with 
moving tables. The casework along the 
perimeter walls are fixed and contain all of 
the typical science infrastructure support. 
The center tables are movable and can be 
configured in at least four major classroom 
configurations: 1) lecture style, 2) small 
group team projects, 3) large group team 
projects, and 4) group demonstration.

The faculty use combinations of configu-
rations 1-3 during the first few weeks of 
operations in August, 2011 at opening, 
and a fifth hybridizaton of #1, photograph 
included here.
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North Wall Section

The upper level extends over the lower 
level representing a larger g.s.f. require-
ment. The recessed lower elevation is 
painted with a dark hue to accentuate the 
recess and projection. 

The lower level is 2’ below exterior grade 
to allow partial earth protection for added 
insulation. This also results in a low, long, 
horizontal expression of the library eleva-
tion, while accentuating the projecting 
upper level of the elevation as seen in the 
photographs.

South Wall Sections

The profile of the south elevation steps 
back to allow for summer shading 
of the structure. The roof shading is 
complemented by window shading and 
lightshelves for daylight penetration. The 
upper level science “bays” protect the 
windows and wall surfaces on the lower 
level with a sawtooth profile.

Winter solar gain is provided onto the floor 
surfaces in the library. The serpentine 
shape of the exposed, stained concrete 
floors (seen in plan) follows the solar 
penetration pattern as the sun path moves 
throughout the interior over the course of 
a winter day.
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Building Envelope System

1. Foundation System: Aluminum finish 
panel over 2” rigid insulation over 1 1/2” 
rigid insulation with staggered joints, fluid 
applied waterproofing, cast in place con-
crete foundation wall.

2. Glazing System: Thermally broken alu-
minum frame, 1” Low-E insulated glass, 2” 
captured mullions at perimeter, structural 
glazed vertical mullions, zero-sightline 
insert vents.

3. Wall System: 7/8” thick fiber cement 
panels, black weather barrier, 3/4” ply-
wood sheathing mechanically fastened 
to wood blocking, 2” rigid insulation glued 
with adhesive, 1 1/2” rigid insulation be-
tween 2x4 blocking @ 2’-3” O.C. screwed 
through sheathing into metal stud framing, 
spray applied air barrier over sheathing 
and wood blocking, 3/4” plywood sheath-
ing, 6” metal studs, 5/8” gypsum board 
interior finish. 

4. Roof System: Fully adhered white 
EPDM roof membrane, minimum 3 layers 
of 2” rigid insulation with staggered joints 
with first layer mechanically fastened to 
deck and upper layers attached with ad-
hesive, metal deck with concrete topping.
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Wall Assembly

1. 3/4” plywood sheathing with horizontal 
2x4 blocking.

2. Spray applied air barrier.

3. 1 1/2” extruded polystyrene insulation 
board.

4. 2” extruded polystyrene insulation 
board, vertical orientation, with taped 
seams and fasteners.

5. 3/4” plywood sheathing.

6. Fabric moisture barrier, with taped 
seams and fasteners.

7. Rainscreen cladding.

1 3 52 4 76
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Wall Assembly

1. Spray applied air barrier continuously 
seals building envelope at the intersection 
of all building systems on the warm side 
of the insulation from air infiltration and 
moisture migration from interior to exterior.

2. Roof flashing tape.

3. Window and doors taped with flashing 
and final spray applied air barrier sprayed 
over flashing tape.

4. 3/4” plywood sheathing without spray 
applied air barrier.

5. Window flashing tape without final coat 
of spray applied air barrier.

6. The first layer of insulation (1 1/2”)
installed between blocking with mfg. 
adhesive.

7. The second layer of insulation (2”) with 
seams and fasteners yet to be covered 
with mfg. tape in this photo.

135 24

7 6
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Wall Assembly

1. Final layer of 3/4” plywood sheathing 
adhered to 2x4 blocking. Cladding mate-
rial connects to this sheathing to minimize 
thermal bridging though insulation layers.

2. Moisture barrier.

3. Fasteners sealed with mfg. tape.

4. Window and door flashing sealed with 
mfg. tape.

5. Rainscreen cladding.

1 2

34 5
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South Elevation Solar Control Detail

1. Solar control canopy.

2. Shadow line from canopy on second 
floor glazing.

3. Shadow line from cantilever bays on 
first floor glazing.

4. Secondary solar canopies at each glaz-
ing system.

1234
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Final Energy Model 
LEED for Schools 2007  Submittal Template 

EA Credit 1: Optimize Energy PerformanceBETA 

  

 Energy Type

Proposed Design

Energy Use Cost

Table 1.8.2(b) - Energy Cost and Consumption by Energy Type - Performance Rating Method Compliance

Cost

Percent Savings

Energy 

UseEnergy Use

Baseline Design

Cost

Electricity 154,273 $14,286 179,078 $16,582 13.9 % 13.8 %kWh kWh

Natural Gas 81,359 $2,402 207,527 $6,128 60.8 % 60.8 %kWh kWh

0 0 0 % 0 %

0 0 0 % 0 %

Subtotal (Model Outputs): 804 $16,688 1,319 $22,710 39 % 26.5 %(MBtu/year) (MBtu/year)

  

On-Site Renewable Energy Energy Generated

Renewable 

Energy Cost

Photovoltaic & Wind Turbine 35,239 $3,263(kWh) (subtracted from model results to reflect Proposed Building Performance)

Solar Hot Water Panels 4,944 $145(kWh) (subtracted from model results to reflect Proposed Building Performance)

 Exceptional Calculations Energy Savings Cost Savings

Proposed Design

Energy Use Cost Cost

Percent Savings

EnergyEnergy Use

Baseline Design

Cost

Total: 667 (MBtu/year) $13,280 1,319 (MBtu/year) $22,710 49.4 41.5 %%


